America’s fastest growing hammermill company

13 Series
Finish Grind
Wood Hammermill

What starts as:
• Pre-hogged wood scrap
• Wood chips
• Shavings
• Bark
• Sawdust

Is made perfect for:
• Pelletizing
• Briquetting
• Boiler fuel
• Animal bedding
• Mulch
... and MORE
MADE FOR EFFICIENCY AND ENDURANCE

- Housing manufactured from ¾” A36 plate.
- Ribbed grinding plates cut and disintegrate wood fibers for faster, more effective grinding.
- Notched hammers made from specially hardened steel retain sharpness longer for more service life.
- Easy access doors for convenient servicing.
- Available screen discharge areas from 475 to 1824 square inches.
- Optional in-feed magnet captures staples, nails, etc.

IDEAL COMPLEMENT TO YOUR EXISTING SLOW SPEED GRINDER

Adding a 13 Series Finish Grinding Wood Hammermill is the solution to the problem of a ram fed, slow speed grinder that cannot produce a fine enough grind without sacrificing throughput. The result is a consistent finish grade material produced at a significantly higher capacity.

SCHUTTE-BUFFALO HAMMERMILL

CONSISTENT QUALITY YOU CAN COUNT ON.

With thousands of installations around the world, Schutte-Buffalo Hammermill is America’s fastest growing hammermill company with a wide range of experience in wood scrap grinding. Our expert engineering team can provide the optimal solution for your specific application.